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*sigh*  Is it spring yet?  I write this
as the large flakes of that white stuff
are piling up outside!

I have always joked about sitting
on the bike, out in the garage, heat
turned up and a fan blowing on me
- trying to get the 'feel' of being out
on the road.  Can't say I have ever
gotten to that point.  Yet!  Seems
like the older I get, the longer win-
ters seem to be.  

I wonder how other bikers spend
the winter months!  I know a few
who pull their bike in the house and
'tinker'.  Some pull the bike in the
house with that as the premise, but
in reality nothing gets done.  I must
admit, just having the bike within easy view, as well as access, should the urge
arise to simply sit on it for a while, is a plus!

There are those who take this "opportunity" (looking at the glass half-full here)
to do a complete tear-down.  New paint perhaps!  Heads milled?  Maybe some
new chrome!  Lots of spit and polish!  Who knew dirt could get in THERE?
And getting chrome polish out of the nooks and crannies of those eagles is a bit
of a bi***, but well worth it when she shines like a new penny.

How about pouring over parts catalogs and bike magazines?  Picking things
out that we will order, dreaming of stuff financially out of our reach and chuck-
ling at the choices of some.  Accessories, for the bike as well as the rider!  New
fangled gizmos and the latest technology as well as things that are just for fun or
decoration.  

Do you seek out swap meets and gatherings?  Trying to get your "fix" of that
comeraderie?  We tend to see less of our ride buds during these winter months -
sad but true. 

How about reliving some rides by reading a back issue or two of FRP?
Reminders of places you've been or want to go.

Some research a ride route, plan a road trip and make the necessary arrange-
ments.  I would guess this takes the edge off of the cabin fever a bit as well as
gives you something to look forward to.  

And of course there are those who simply cover the ol' girl up in the garage
and wait out these cold winter months as best they can.  

However you deal with these blustery days, whatever you choose to do to pass
the time, at least you can rest assured of one thing for sure, you are not alone.
Far from it! 

Oxford English Dictionary softens definition of 'biker'
According to the Oxford English Dictionary the word "biker" started out in the 1880s

as a way to identify people who rode bicycles. But by the 1950s the word had traveled
downhill to the point where it often referred to members of motorcycle gangs, and the
"OED" defined it that way.

But the folks at Oxford just gave motorcyclists a break, sort of.
The Oxford Dictionary Online, sometimes called ODO, has tweaked its definition of

biker to the following: a motorcyclist, especially one who is a member of a gang or
group.

Did you catch it? The change was the addition of the words "or group." It reflects a
slight shift in the way people use the term today. It often identifies everyday motorcy-
clists who enjoy riding together and are not particularly menacing. This is a departure
from associations with the Hells Angels Motorcycle Club or other motorcycle groups
regarded as outlaws. Still, good-citizen motorcycle riders may be disappointed that
"gang" remains in the definition.

"Our research suggests that 'biker' is now marginally more closely aligned with
'motorcyclist' ('a person who rides a motorcycle') than words such as 'hell's angel' ('a
member of any of a number of gangs of male motorcycle enthusiasts, first formed in
California in the 1950s and originally notorious for lawless behaviour')," the Oxford
University Press said in a statement.


